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ABSTRACT

This work presents the first \textit{in vivo} results of 2-D high frame rate vector velocity imaging for transthoracic cardiac imaging. Measurements are made on a healthy volunteer using the SARUS experimental ultrasound scanner connected to an intercostal phased-array probe. Two parasternal long-axis view (PLAX) are obtained, one centred at the aortic valve and another centred at the left ventricle. The acquisition sequence was composed of 3 diverging waves for high frame rate synthetic aperture flow imaging. For verification a phantom measurement is performed on a transverse straight \textit{mm} diameter vessel at a depth of \textit{mm} in a tissue-mimicking phantom. A flow pump produced a \textit{ml/s} constant flow with a peak velocity of \textit{m/s}. The average estimated flow angle in the ROI was $86.22^\circ \pm 6.66^\circ$ with a true flow angle of $90^\circ$. A relative velocity bias of $-39\%$ with a standard deviation of $13\%$ was found. In-vivo acquisitions show complex flow patterns in the heart. In the aortic valve view, blood is seen exiting the left ventricle cavity through the aortic valve into the aorta during the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle. In the left ventricle view, blood flow is seen entering the left ventricle cavity through the mitral valve and splitting in two ways when approximating the left ventricle wall. The work presents 2-D velocity estimates on the heart from a non-invasive transthoracic scan. The ability of the method detecting flow regardless of the beam angle could potentially reveal a more complete view of the flow patterns presented on the heart.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Doppler echocardiography is an important tool for noninvasive assessment of cardiac function and management of cardiac patients.\textsuperscript{1} It provides valuable insights to the pathophysiology of cardiac diseases and contributes to clinical decision making. Blood flow, pressures, and pressure gradients can be derived to assess systolic and diastolic performance as well as valve function. Therefore, accurate assessment of cardiac function during all phases of the heart cycle is a central issue in cardiac imaging.

Conventional cardiac ultrasound technologies allow for the measurement of blood or tissue velocity along the ultrasound beam at frame rates ranging from 20 to 100 Hz. However, a tradeoff between the field of view and the achievable frame rate is present due to the line per line nature of these conventional systems.\textsuperscript{2}

High frame rate techniques, such as synthetic aperture and plane wave imaging, present an alternative to conventional techniques.\textsuperscript{3–5} These techniques, which make use of wider transmit beams, allow for breaking the usual tradeoff between field of view and temporal resolution.\textsuperscript{6} In transthoracic cardiac imaging, the use of high temporal resolutions for B-mode and 1-D Doppler modalities have been recently introduced.\textsuperscript{7,8}

High frame rate 2-D vector velocity algorithms provides a more complete representation of the blood flow, but have only been implemented on linear arrays.\textsuperscript{9–12} Studies of the heart, therefore, have been limited to intraoperative\textsuperscript{13} or newborn\textsuperscript{14} scans with the heart on a shallower depth. In transthoracic cardiac imaging, the
heart is located at deeper depths and available only through limited acoustic windows through the rib cage. Therefore, the use of a smaller phased array is preferred. Diverging waves based algorithms, such as synthetic aperture, present an attractive solution to high frame rate transthoracic scanning. Diverging waves present wider field of view than their focused counterpart and are, therefore, more suitable to smaller apertures such as the one present on the phased array.

Recently, the introduction of a novel 2-D high frame rate vector velocity algorithm, based on synthetic aperture,\(^9\) has been investigated for linear arrays.\(^{15}\) The algorithm has shown accurate estimates with hundreds to thousands of frames per second over large field of views. This accurate estimation of 2-D velocity vectors provides the removal of the need for manual angle correction, which would be difficult or impossible in conventional systems due to the complex nature of the hemodynamics in the heart.

In this paper, the first known demonstration of \textit{in vivo} high frame rate cardiac vector flow imaging (VFI) using a noninvasive, transthoracic approach is presented. A brief theoretical description of the vector velocity estimation and a energy based echo-canceler is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the methods and imaging setup used in the pre-clinical testing. In Section 4, the flow phantom and \textit{in vivo} results are presented and discussed, and Section 5 discusses the conclusions of this work.

2. THEORY

2.1 Velocity estimation

The velocity estimation idea, illustrated in Fig. 1, is based on the directional beamforming approach proposed by Jensen et al.\(^{16}\) The velocity of a moving scatterer, represented by an elliptical point spread function (middle), is estimated by measuring the scatterer displacement during a sequence of consecutive emissions. The emission sequence is composed of at least two distinct transmit/receive aperture pairs, illustrated as the distinctly rotated point spread functions (PSF). For each emission, the received multichannel data are focused in a directional line \(g(r, \theta_m)\), represented in Fig. 1 (bottom) as the semi-elliptic sections on which the directional line cuts the elliptic PSFs. The directional velocity estimation is then performed by correlating the directional lines \(g(r, \theta_m)\) from the same type of rotated PSFs and obtaining a displacement distance \(d\). Dividing this displacement by the time between emissions \(T_{e,f,f}\) gives a velocity magnitude.

![Figure 1: Point spread functions of a moving scatterer represented by ellipses. A directional line \(g(r, \theta_m)\) is beamformed in the direction of the movement (left) and in an incorrect direction (right). Semi-elliptic sections on which the directional line cuts the rotated elliptic PSFs is shown at the bottom.](image)

The measured velocity magnitude is only correct, if the directional line coincides with the direction of the movement as seen in Fig 1(left). In any other case, the obtained velocity magnitude will be erroneous, with an
error dependent on the beam-to-flow-angle as seen in Fig. 1 (right). Therefore, for estimating the true velocity
direction and magnitude, a set of angular velocity functions are calculated from a polar grid \( g(r, \theta_m) \), as shown in
the top of Fig. 2. The angular velocity function is the estimated velocities in each beamformed direction, where
consecutive beamformed lines are cross-correlated and the displacement is detected. By dividing with the time
between emitted signals, the magnitude of the angle velocity function at that beamformed angle is obtained.
To obtain the true flow direction from the calculated angle velocity functions \( \tilde{V}(\vec{x}, t, \theta_m) \), a set of \( M \) distinct steered PSF is needed. The true flow direction is estimated as the angle at the intersection of the angular velocity
functions, see Fig. 2. Only two distinct steered PSFs are needed for a 2-D velocity estimation. However, in
practice the use of a higher number of transmit/receive aperture combinations increases the robustness of the estimator.

![Figure 2: Directional beamformed lines in a polar grid (top). The angle velocity functions intersecting at the true flow direction shown as a red dot (bottom).](image)

To calculate the intersection a two step approach is employed; first the closest coarse angles, where the
intersection takes place, are selected. Then, the angle is refined by curve fitting between these two points and analytically finding the intersection angle.

In the first step, the closest coarse angles are selected by the use of a minimum distance criterion (MDC).
The distance to be minimized in the MDC is defined as the sum of the normalized difference between the angle velocity functions:

\[
\theta_{MDC_1} = \arg\min_{\theta_m} \sum_{k=1}^{M-1} \sum_{l=k+1}^{M} \left| \frac{V_k(\theta_m) - V_l(\theta_m)}{\min(V_k(\theta_m), V_l(\theta_m))} \right| .
\]  

In the second step, the selected coarse angle \( \theta_{MDC_1} \) and the adjacent coarse angle with the second lowest MDC value \( \theta_{MDC_2} \) are used to extract the segments of the curves used to refine the angle estimate. The points \( \theta_{MDC_1} \) and \( \theta_{MDC_2} \) are used for an inverse cosine curve fitting. The intersection of each pair of angle velocity functions is then estimated, and the angle estimate is the median of these values

\[
\theta = \text{median}(\theta_{(l,k)}).
\]

where \( l \) and \( k \) are the different pairs of fitted \( V_M \) curves.

After the angle has been obtained, the velocity magnitude is obtained by beamforming a directional line at
the estimated angle. The final velocity magnitude is obtained using the summation of beamformed lines from
distinct emissions instead of individual emissions. The summation generates a high resolution line as also known
from synthetic aperture flow techniques.\(^9\)
2.2 Energy-based tissue echo-canceler

A major challenge in blood velocity estimation is the cancellation of the tissue signal, thereby enhancing the low signal from blood cells. This is especially important in the heart, where the tissue velocities are significantly higher than in other organs. This problem is aggravated for vector velocity estimation as the frequency content of the signal from blood is strongly dependent on the flow angle, thus, it is in general difficult to choose a single cut-off frequency that discriminates between moving tissue and the flowing structure. Therefore, to avoid the selection of a cut-off frequency a energy-based filter is proposed.

The energy filter is used to attenuate tissue motion that otherwise overpowers the signal from flowing structures. The filter operates on the velocity spectrum components. However, instead of selecting a conventional frequency cut-off threshold it selects an energy cut off threshold as shown in Fig. 3. The energy cut-off threshold can be adaptively selected as suggested by Siggia et al. or it can be a pre-set value heuristically calculated given the characteristics of the imaging system.

The energy filter operates on the basis that blood signal have lower energy and broader velocity spectrum compared to tissue signals. Therefore, by limiting the amplitude of the velocity spectrum the energy of the tissue signal is overpowered by the energy of a more broad-band blood signal. Thus, the selected limiting threshold is the mean amplitude level of the blood signal spectrum.

The implementation of the pre-set energy filter is described as follows:

1. Fourier transform the RF data to obtain velocity spectrum.
2. Energy limit the spectrum amplitude to the pre-determined threshold conserving the phase information of the signals.
3. Inverse Fourier transform to obtain the filtered RF data.

3. METHOD

A 128-element phased array probe is used for the investigation. A synthetic aperture sequence is used to acquire the flow data set. The flow sequence is implemented using the full 128-element aperture for each emission to emulate a spherical wave emanating from a virtual point source located behind the aperture. The transmitted wavefront is directed towards a region of interest (ROI), so the ROI is completely insonified in every emission.
Table 1: Transducer and Acquisition parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transducer type</td>
<td>Phased array</td>
<td>Excitation signal</td>
<td>3 period sine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transducer elements</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Number of emitting elements</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer element pitch</td>
<td>0.22 mm</td>
<td>Apodization window</td>
<td>Hanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer element kerf</td>
<td>0.022 mm</td>
<td>Number of distinct emissions</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer element height</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>Pulse repetition frequency (PRF)</td>
<td>6.2 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation focus</td>
<td>85 mm</td>
<td>F-number</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center frequency</td>
<td>3.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Fig. 4). A 3-cycle sinusoidal pulse weighted by a 50% Tukey window is used as the excitation waveform. An effective pulse repetition time is $T_{eff} = \frac{T_{prf}}{3}$, where $T_{prf}$ is the inverse of the system pulse repetition frequency (PRF). The transducer and acquisition parameters are listed in Table 1.

Figure 4: Example of spherical waves emanated from the first, second, and third emission used in the flow sequence (left). Overlay of the insonified area from each emission, and the actual region of interest shown in a darker shade (right).

The experimental ultrasound scanner SARUS$^{19}$ is used for acquiring data. The system acquires RF data from the individual transducer channels, and data are transferred to a computing cluster, where they are stored and processed off-line. The received RF data contains 128 channels sampled at 35 MHz with 12 bits resolution.

3.1 Flow phantom

Measurements are made in a straight vessel phantom. A Shelley Medical software controlled pump (Toronto, Canada) is used to circulate blood-mimicking fluid$^{20}$ (Danish Phantom Design, Frederikssund, Denmark) in a
closed loop circuit. The system is set for a constant flow rate of 2 ml/s in a 5 mm diameter wide vessel. The straight vessel is embedded in tissue-mimicking material and is located 100 mm in depth and is completely transverse to the ultrasound beam.

3.2 In-vivo

An in-vivo acquisition is performed after approval by The Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics. A healthy volunteer with no history of cardiovascular disease (29 year old man) is scanned after informed consent. An ultrasound scan sequence, as described in Section 3, is acquired on a parasternal long-axis view (PLAX). The scans are obtained with the patient in left lateral decubitus position and the transducer placed near the sternum in the left third or fourth intercostal space.

Intensity measurements are carried out prior to the scan, since measured intensities must satisfy limits regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). These limits concern the mechanical index, $MI \leq 1.9$, the derated spatial-peak-temporal-average intensity, $I_{spta} \leq 720$ mW/cm$^2$. The measured values using the scheme described by Jensen are $MI = 0.62$ and $I_{spta} = 106.8$ mW/cm$^2$, which are both below the FDA limits. The transducer surface temperature was also tested, where the transducer surface did not exceeded an increase of 30° in air or 10° Celsius in simulated usage test.

4. RESULTS

The generated 2-D velocity vectors are overlayed on the high frame rate B-mode image frames. The overlaying colors are change depending on the flow magnitude and direction of the estimated flow, and are in accordance to the color wheel map provided in the lower right corner of each frame. The estimates are generated at a frame rate of 2,000 Hz.

4.1 Phantom study

Results from the flow phantom acquisition are shown in Fig. 5. The flow within the vessel is masked with a marked ROI. The angle of flow in the ROI had a mean angle of 86.22 ± 6.66 degrees at one standard deviation. The relatively small bias may be caused by misalignment in the physical setup. The measured velocities presented distinct biases depending on their spatial position. The worst case is at the middle of the vessel, where the bias reaches −34% with standard deviations of 32%. For the left and right profiles the relative bias are −33% and 23% with a standard deviation of −39% and 13%, respectively. The source of this underestimation respect to the true reference is unknown and must be further investigated.

4.2 In-vivo

A parasternal long-axis (PLAX) view centred on the aortic valve (AoV) during systole is shown in Fig. 6 (top). A high quality B-mode PLAX view obtained using a commercial scanner seconds prior to the experimental scan is presented in the upper right corner as an anatomical reference. The left ventricle (LV) is observed on the left of image sector, while the AoV and aorta are observed on the right. The blood flow in Fig. 6 (top) is detected flowing from the LV cavity through the AoV into the aorta artery. The flow direction is consistent with the anatomy as the flow is detected parallel to the artery wall and heading towards the aorta during the systole at velocity magnitudes of around 1 m/s.

A second view, in Fig. 6 (bottom), shows a centred LV during the filling state with the mitral valve located in the right left corner, more clearly seen in the reference image. Blood flow is seen emanating from the mitral valve and splitting in two ways when approximating the left ventricle wall. A complex flow pattern is formed when the blood flow fills the left ventricle showing a consistent behaviour with the mitral valve position.
Figure 5: Mean velocity profiles and standard deviations for three different positions (top). 2-D velocity vectors in a vessel phantom at 100 mm depth, with arrows indicating velocity direction and relative magnitude with corresponding 2-D color wheel map (bottom).

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this work, we investigated the ability of synthetic aperture flow techniques to map 2-D velocity vectors of ventricular blood flow with a frame rate of 2,000 images per second over a full two-dimensional sector view. A major advantage of the technique is the ability to estimate flow regardless of the beam-to-flow angle. The technique also provides velocity information at every location in the image simultaneously and at high frame rate.

Finally, vector velocity techniques have the capability to improve guidance and feedback to researchers and cardiologists through improved visualization of turbulence and the removal of the angle-correction of conventional spectral Doppler estimation.
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Figure 6: Vector Flow imaging frames of transthoracic scans on the heart. Two parasternal long-axis views of the heart; one centred on the aortic valve during systole (top) and the other on the left ventricle during the filling stage (bottom). A high quality B-mode on the right corner is provided as anatomical reference.